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Chapter 6  

Entrepreneurship: Starting a  
Business 

Learning Objectives 

1) Define entrepreneur and describe the three characteristics of 

entrepreneurial activity. 

2) Identify five potential advantages to starting your own business 

3) Define a small business and explain the importance of small businesses to 

the U.S. economy. 

4) Explain why small businesses tend to foster innovation more effectively 

than large ones. 

5) Describe the goods-producing and service-producing sectors of an 

economy. 

6) Explain what it takes to start a business and evaluate the advantages and 

disadvantages starting a business from scratch, buying an existing 

business, or obtaining a franchise. 

7) Explain why some businesses fail. 

8) Identify sources of small business assistance from the Small Business 

Administration.  
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Cover Story: Build a Better “Baby” and 
They Will Come 

 

One balmy San Diego evening in 1993, Mary and Rick Jurmain were watching a TV 

program about teenage pregnancy.1 To simulate the challenge of caring for an infant, teens on 

the program were assigned to tend baby-size sacks of flour. Rick, a father of two young 

children, remarked that trundling around a sack of flour wasn’t exactly a true- to-life 

experience. In particular, he argued, sacks of flour simulated only abnormally happy babies—

babies who didn’t cry, especially in the middle of the night. Half-seriously, Mary suggested that 

her husband—a between-jobs aerospace engineer— build a better baby, and within a couple 

of weeks, a prototype was born. Rick’s brainchild was a bouncing 6.5-pound bundle of vinyl-

covered joy with an internal computer to simulate infant crying at realistic, random intervals. He 

also designed a drug-affected model to simulate tremors from withdrawal, and each model 

monitored itself for neglect or ill treatment. 

The Jurmains patented Baby Think It Over and started production in 1994 as Baby 

Think It Over Inc. Their first “factory” was their garage, and the “office” was the kitchen table—

“a little business in a house,” as Mary put it. With a boost from articles in USA Today, 

Newsweek, Forbes, and People—plus a “Product of the Year” nod from Fortune—news of the 

Jurmains’ “infant simulator” eventually spread to the new company’s targeted education 

market, and by 1998, some forty thousand simulators had been babysat by more than a million 

teenagers in nine countries. By that time, the company had moved to Wisconsin, where it had 

been rechristened BTIO Educational Products Inc. to reflect an expanded product line that now 

includes not only dolls and equipment, like the Shaken Baby Syndrome Simulator, but also 

simulator-based programs like START Addiction Education and Realityworks Pregnancy 

Profile. BTIO was retired and replaced by the new and improved RealCare Baby and, 

ultimately, by RealCare Baby II–Plus, which requires the participant to determine what the 

“baby” needs when it cries and downloads data to record misconduct. In 2003, the name of the 

Jurmains’ company was changed once again, this time to Realityworks Inc.  
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In developing BTIO and Realityworks Inc., the Jurmains were doing what entrepreneurs 

do (and doing it very well). In fact, Mary was nominated three times for the Ernst & Young 

Entrepreneur of the Year Award and named 2001 Wisconsin Entrepreneurial Woman of the 

Year by the National Association of Women Business Owners. So what, exactly, is an 

entrepreneur and what does one do? According to one definition, an entrepreneur is an 

“individual who starts a new business” - and that’s true. Another definition identifies an 

entrepreneur as someone who “uses resources to implement innovative ideas for new, 

thoughtfully planned ventures.”2 But an important component of a satisfactory definition is still 

missing. To appreciate fully what it is, let’s go back to the story of the Jurmains. In 1993, the 

Jurmains were both unemployed—Rick had been laid off by General Dynamics Corp., and 

Mary by the San Diego Gas and Electric Company. While they were watching the show about 

teenagers and flour sacks, they were living off a loan from her father and the returns from a 

timely investment in coffee futures. Rick recalls that the idea for a method of creating BTIO 

came to him while “I was awake in bed, worrying about being unemployed.” He was struggling 

to find a way to feed his family. He had to make the first forty simulators himself, and at the 

end of the first summer, BTIO had received about four hundred orders—a promising start, 

perhaps, but, at $250 per baby (less expenses), not exactly a windfall. “We were always about 

one month away from bankruptcy,” recalls Mary. 

At the same time, it’s not as if the Jurmains started up BTIO simply because they had 

no “conventional” options for improving their financial prospects. Rick, as we’ve seen, was an 

aerospace engineer, and his résumé includes work on space-shuttle missions at NASA. Mary, 

who has not only a head for business but also a degree in industrial engineering, has worked 

at the Johnson Space Center. Therefore, the idea of replacing a sack of flour with a computer-

controlled simulator wasn’t necessarily rocket science for the couple. But taking advantage of 

that idea—choosing to start a new business and to commit themselves to running it—was a 

risk. Risk taking is the missing component that we’re looking for in a definition of 

entrepreneurship, and so we’ll define an entrepreneur as someone who identifies a business 

opportunity and assumes the risk of creating and running a business to take advantage of it. 

To be successful, entrepreneurs must be comfortable with risk, positive and confident, well 

organized, and very hard working people.  
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The Nature of Entrepreneurship 

 

If we look a little more closely at the definition of entrepreneurship, we can identify 

three characteristics of entrepreneurial activity:3 

1) Innovation. Entrepreneurship generally means offering a new product, applying a 

new technique or technology, opening a new market, or developing a new form of 

organization for the purpose of producing or enhancing a product. 

2) Running a business. A business, as we saw in Chapter 1 "The Foundations of 

Business," combines resources to produce goods or services. Entrepreneurship 

means setting up a business to make a profit. 

3) Risk taking. The term risk means that the outcome of the entrepreneurial venture 

can’t be known. Entrepreneurs, therefore, are always working under a certain 

degree of uncertainty, and they can’t know the outcomes of many of the decisions 

that they have to make. Consequently, many of the steps they take are motivated 

mainly by their confidence in the innovation and in their understanding of the 

business environment in which they’re operating. 

It is easy to recognize these characteristics in the entrepreneurial experience of the 

Jurmains. They certainly had an innovative idea. But was it a good business idea? In a 

practical sense, a “good” business idea has to become something more than just an idea. If, 

like the Jurmains, you’re interested in generating income from your idea, you’ll probably need 

to turn it into a product—something that you can market because it satisfies a need. If you 

want to develop a product, you’ll need some kind of organization to coordinate the resources 

necessary to make it a reality (in other words, a business). Risk enters the equation when you 

make the decision to start up a business and when you commit yourself to managing it. 

A Few Things to Know about Going into Business for Yourself 

Mark Zuckerberg founded Facebook while a student at Harvard. By age 27 he built up a 

personal wealth of $13.5 billion. By age 31, his net worth was $37.5 billion. 
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So what about you? Do you ever wonder what it would be like to start your own 

business? You might even turn into a “serial entrepreneur” like Marcia Kilgore.4 After high 

school, she moved from Canada to New York City to attend Columbia University. But when her 

financial aid was delayed, Marcia abandoned her plans to 

attend college and took a job as a personal trainer (a natural 

occupation for a former bodybuilder and middleweight title 

holder). But things got boring in the summer when her wealthy 

clients left the city for the Hamptons. To keep busy, she took a 

skin care course at a Manhattan cosmetology institute. As a 

teenager, she was self-conscious about her complexion and 

wanted to know how to treat it herself. She learned how to 

give facials and work with natural remedies. She started giving 

facials to her fitness clients who were thrilled with the results. 

As demand for her services exploded, she started her first 

business—Bliss Spa—and picked up celebrity clients, 

including Madonna, Oprah Winfrey, and Jennifer Lopez. The business went international, and 

she sold it for more than $30 million.5 

But the story doesn’t end here; she launched two more companies: Soap and Glory, a 

supplier of affordable beauty products sold at Target, and FitFlops, which sells sandals that 

tone and tighten your leg muscles as you walk. Oprah loves Kilgore’s sandals and plugged 

them on her show.6 You can’t get a better endorsement than that. Kilgore never did finish 

college, but when asked if she would follow the same path again, she said, “If I had to decide 

what to do all over again, I would make the same choices…I found by accident what I'm good 

at, and I'm glad I did.” 

So, a few questions to consider if you want to go into business for yourself: 

 How do I come up with a business idea? 

 Should I build a business from scratch, buy an existing business, or invest in a 

franchise? 

 What steps are involved in developing a business plan? 

 Where could I find help in getting my business started? 

Figure 6.1: Facebook founder 
Mark Zuckerberg 
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 How can I increase the likelihood that I’ll succeed? 

In this chapter, we’ll provide some answers to questions like these. 

Why Start Your Own Business? 

What sort of characteristics distinguishes those who start businesses from those who 

don’t? Or, more to the point, why do some people actually follow through on the desire to start 

up their own businesses? The most common reasons for starting a business are the following: 

 To be your own boss 

 To accommodate a desired lifestyle 

 To achieve financial independence 

 To enjoy creative freedom 

 To use your skills and knowledge 

The Small Business Administration (SBA) points out, though, that these are likely to 

be advantages only “for the right person.” How do you know if you’re one of the “right people”? 

The SBA suggests that you assess your strengths and weaknesses by asking yourself a few 

relevant questions:7 

 Am I a self-starter? You’ll need to develop and follow through on your ideas. 

 How well do I get along with different personalities? Strong working relationships 

with a variety of people are crucial. 

 How good am I at making decisions? Especially under pressure….. 

 Do I have the physical and emotional stamina? Expect six or seven work days of 

about twelve hours every week. 

 How well do I plan and organize? Poor planning is the culprit in most business 

failures. 

 How will my business affect my family? Family members need to know what to 

expect: long hours and, at least initially, a more modest standard of living. 

Before we discuss why businesses fail we should consider why a huge number of 

business ideas never even make it to the grand opening. One business analyst cites four 

reservations (or fears) that prevent people from starting businesses:8 
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 Money. Without cash, you can’t get very far. What to do: line up initial financing 

early or at least have done enough research to have a plan to raise money. 

 Security. A lot of people don’t want to sacrifice the steady income that comes with 

the nine-to-five job. What to do: don’t give up your day job. Run the business part-

time or connect with someone to help run your business – a “co-founder”. 

 Competition. A lot of people don’t know how to distinguish their business ideas from 

similar ideas. What to do: figure out how to do something cheaper, faster, or better. 

 Lack of ideas. Some people simply don’t know what sort of business they want to 

get into. What to do: find out what trends are successful. Turn a hobby into a 

business. Think about a franchise. Find a solution to something that annoys you – 

entrepreneurs call this a “pain point” - and try to turn it into a business. 

If you’re still interested in going into business for yourself, try to regard such drawbacks 

as mere obstacles to be overcome by a combination of planning and creative thinking. 

Sources of Early-Stage Financing 

As noted above, many businesses fail, or never get started, due to a lack of funds. But 

where can an entrepreneur raise money to start a business? Many first-time entrepreneurs are 

financed by friends and family, at least in the very early stages. Others may borrow through 

their personal credit cards, though quite often, high interest rates make this approach 

unattractive or too expensive for the new business to afford.  

An entrepreneur with a great idea may win funding through a pitch competition; 

localities and state agencies understand that economic growth depends on successful new 

businesses, and so they will often conduct such competitions in the hopes of attracting them.  

Crowd funding has become more common as a means of raising capital. An 

entrepreneur using this approach would typically utilize a crowd-funding platform like 

Kickstarter to attract investors. The entrepreneur might offer tokens of appreciation in 

exchange for funds, or perhaps might offer an ownership stake for a substantial enough 

investment.  

Some entrepreneurs receive funding from angel investors, affluent investors who 

provide capital to start-ups in exchange for an ownership position in the company. Many 
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angels are successful entrepreneurs themselves and invest not only to make money, but also 

to help other aspiring business owners to succeed. 

Venture capital firms also invest in start-up companies, although usually at a 

somewhat later stage and in larger dollar amounts than would be typical of angel investors. 

Like angels, venture firms also take an ownership position in the company. They tend to have 

a higher expectation of making a return on their money than do angel investors. 

Distinguishing Entrepreneurs from Small Business Owners 

Though most entrepreneurial ventures begin as small businesses, not all small business 

owners are entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are innovators who start companies to create new 

or improved products. They strive to meet a need that’s not being met, and their goal is to grow 

the business and eventually expand into other markets. 

In contrast, many people either start or buy small businesses for the sole purpose of 

providing an income for themselves and their families. They do not intend to be particularly 

innovative, nor do they plan to expand significantly. This desire to operate is what’s sometimes 

called a “lifestyle business.”9 The neighborhood pizza parlor or beauty shop, the self-employed 

consultant who works out of the home, and even a local printing company—many of these are 

typically lifestyle businesses.  
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The Importance of Small Business to the 
U.S. Economy  

 

What Is a “Small Business”? 

To assess the value of small businesses to the U.S. economy, we first need to know 

what constitutes a small business. Let’s start by looking at the criteria used by the Small 

Business Administration. According to the SBA, a small business is one that is independently 

owned and operated, exerts little influence in its industry, and (with a few exceptions) has 

fewer than five hundred employees.10 

Why Are Small Businesses Important? 

Small business constitutes a major force in the U.S. economy. There are more than 28 

million small businesses in this country, and they generate about 54 percent of sales and 55 

percent of jobs in the U.S.11 The millions of individuals who have started businesses in the 

United States have shaped the business world as we know it today. Some small business 

founders like Henry Ford and Thomas Edison have even gained places in history. Others, 

including Bill Gates (Microsoft), Sam Walton (Wal-Mart), Steve Jobs (Apple Computer), and 

Larry Page and Sergey Brin (Google), have changed the way business is done today.  

Aside from contributions to our general economic well-being, founders of small 

businesses also contribute to growth and vitality in specific areas of economic and 

socioeconomic development. In particular, small businesses do the following: 

 Create jobs 

 Spark innovation 

 Provide opportunities for many people, including women and minorities, to achieve 

financial success and independence 

In addition, they complement the economic activity of large organizations by providing 

them with components, services, and distribution of their products. Let’s take a closer look at 

each of these contributions. 
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Job Creation 

The majority of U.S. workers first entered the business world working for small 

businesses. Although the split between those working in small companies and those working in 

big companies is about even, small firms hire more frequently and fire more frequently than do 

big companies.12 Why is this true? At any given point in time, lots of small companies are 

started and some expand. These small companies need workers and so hiring takes place. 

But the survival and expansion rates for small firms is poor, and so, again at any given point in 

time, many small businesses close or contract and workers lose their jobs. Fortunately, over 

time more jobs are added by small firms than are taken away, which results in a net increase 

in the number of workers, as seen in Figure 6.2. 

Figure 6.2: Small Business Job Gains and Losses, 2000-2015 (in millions of jobs) 

New business openings 

(closings) 

Business expansions 

(contractions) 
Total 

34.3 237.5  

(33.1) (233.9)  

+1.2 +3.6 +4.8 

 

The size of the net increase in the number of workers for any given year depends on a 

number of factors, with the economy being at the top of the list. A strong economy encourages 

individuals to start small businesses and expand existing small companies, which adds to the 

workforce. A weak economy does just the opposite: discourages start-ups and expansions, 

which decreases the workforce through layoffs. Figure 6.4 reports the job gains from start-ups 

and expansions and job losses from business closings and contractions. 

Innovation 

Given the financial resources available to large businesses, you’d expect them to 

introduce virtually all the new products that hit the market. Yet according to the SBA, small 

companies develop more patents per employee than do larger companies. During a recent 

four-year period, large firms generated 1.7 patents per hundred employees, while small firms  
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generated an impressive 26.5 patents 

per employee.13 Over the years, the 

list of important innovations by small 

firms has included the airplane, air-

conditioning, DNA “fingerprinting”, 

and overnight national delivery.14   

Small business owners are 

also particularly adept at finding new 

ways of doing old things. In 1994, for 

example, a young computer-science 

graduate working on Wall Street 

came up with the novel idea of selling books over the Internet. During the first year of 

operations, sales at Jeff Bezos’ new company—Amazon.com—reached half a million dollars. 

In less than twenty years, annual sales had topped $107 billion.15 Not only did his innovative 

approach to online retailing make Bezos enormously rich, but it also established a viable 

model for the e-commerce industry. 

Why are small businesses so innovative? For one thing, they tend to offer environments 

that appeal to individuals with the talent to invent new products or improve the way things are 

done. Fast decision making is encouraged, their research programs tend to be focused, and 

their compensation structures typically reward top performers. 

According to one SBA study, the supportive environments of small firms are roughly 

thirteen times more innovative per employee than the less innovation-friendly environments in 

which large firms traditionally operate.16 

The success of small businesses in fostering creativity has not gone unnoticed by big 

businesses. In fact, many large companies have responded by downsizing to act more like 

small companies. Some large organizations now have separate work units whose purpose is 

to spark innovation. Individuals working in these units can focus their attention on creating new 

products that can then be developed by the company. 

Figure 6.3: Amazon.com annual revenue growth 
(revenue shown in millions of dollars) 
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Opportunities for Women and Minorities 

Small business is the portal through which many people enter the economic 

mainstream. Business ownership allows individuals, including women and minorities, to 

achieve financial success, as well as pride in their accomplishments. While the majority of 

small businesses are still owned by white males, the past two decades have seen a substantial 

increase in the number of businesses owned by women and minorities. Figure 6.4 gives you 

an idea of how many American businesses are owned by women and minorities, and indicates 

how much the numbers grew between 2007 and 2012. 

Figure 6.4: Businesses Owned by Women and Minorities 

Business 

Owners 

2007 % of all 

Businesses 

2012 % of all 

Businesses 
Increase 

Women 28.8 35.8 +7.0% 

Hispanic 
Americans 

8.3 
12.0 +3.7% 

African 
Americans 

7.1 
9.4 +2.3% 

Asian 
Americans 

5.7 
6.9 +1.2% 

 

What Industries Are Small Businesses In? 

 

If you want to start a new business, you probably should avoid certain types of 

businesses. You’d have a hard time, for example, setting up a new company to make 

automobiles or aluminum, because you’d have to make tremendous investments in property, 

plant, and equipment, and raise an enormous amount of capital to pay your workforce. These 

large, up-front investments present barriers to entry. 
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Fortunately, plenty of opportunities are still available. Many types of businesses require 

reasonable initial investments, and not surprisingly, these are the ones that usually present 

attractive small business opportunities. 

Industries by Sector 

Let’s define an industry as a group of companies that compete with one another to sell 

similar products. We’ll focus on the relationship between a small business and the industry in 

which it operates, dividing businesses into two broad types of industries, or sectors: the goods-

producing sector and the service-producing sector. 

 The goods-producing sector includes all businesses that produce tangible goods. 

Generally speaking, companies in this sector are involved in manufacturing, 

construction, and agriculture. 

 The service-producing sector includes all businesses that provide services but 

don’t make tangible goods. They may be involved in retail and wholesale trade, 

transportation, finance, entertainment, recreation, accommodations, food service, 

and any number of other ventures. 

About 20% of small businesses in the United States are concentrated in the goods-

producing sector. The remaining 80% are in the service sector.17 The high concentration of 

small businesses in the service-producing sector reflects the makeup of the overall U.S. 

economy. Over the past fifty years, the service-producing sector has been growing at an 

impressive rate. In 1960, for example, the goods-producing sector accounted for 38 percent of 

GDP, the service-producing sector for 62 percent. By 2015, the balance had shifted 

dramatically, with the goods-producing sector accounting for only about 21 percent of GDP.18 

Goods-Producing Sector 

The largest areas of the goods-producing sector are construction and manufacturing. 

Construction businesses are often started by skilled workers, such as electricians, painters, 

plumbers, and home builders, and they generally work on local projects. Though 

manufacturing is primarily the domain of large businesses, there are exceptions. 

BTIO/Realityworks, for example, is a manufacturing enterprise (components come from Ohio 

and China, and assembly is done in Wisconsin). 
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How about making something out of trash? Daniel Blake never followed his mother’s 

advice at dinner when she told him to eat everything on his plate. When he served as a 

missionary in Puerto Rico, Aruba, Bonaire, and Curacao after his first year in college, he 

noticed that the families he stayed with didn’t either. But they didn’t throw their uneaten food 

into the trash. Instead they put it on a compost pile and used the mulch to nourish their 

vegetable gardens and fruit trees. While eating at an all-you-can-eat breakfast buffet back 

home at Brigham Young University, Blake was amazed to see volumes of uneaten food in the 

trash. This triggered an idea: why not turn the trash into money? Two years later, he was 

running his company—EcoScraps—collecting 40 tons of food scraps a day from 75 grocers 

and turning it into high-quality potting soil that he sells online and to nurseries. His profit has 

reach almost half a million dollars on sales of $1.5 million.19  

Service-Producing Sector 

Many small businesses in this sector are retailers—they buy goods from other firms 

and sell them to consumers, in stores, by phone, through direct mailings, or over the Internet. 

In fact, entrepreneurs are turning increasingly to the Internet as a venue for start-up ventures. 

Take Tony Roeder, for example, who had a fascination with the red Radio Flyer wagons that 

many of today’s adults had owned as children. In 1998, he started an online store through 

Yahoo! to sell red wagons from his home. In three years, he turned his online store into a 

million-dollar business.20  

Other small business owners in this sector are wholesalers—they sell products to 

businesses that buy them for resale or for company use. A local bakery, for example, is acting 

as a wholesaler when it sells desserts to a restaurant, which then resells them to its 

customers. A small business that buys flowers from a local grower (the manufacturer) and 

resells them to a retail store is another example of a wholesaler. 
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A high proportion of small businesses in this sector provide professional, business, or 

personal services. Doctors and dentists are part of the service industry, as are insurance 

agents, accountants, and lawyers. So are businesses that provide personal services, such as 

dry cleaning and hairdressing. 

David Marcks, for example, entered the service industry about fourteen years ago when 

he learned that his border collie enjoyed chasing geese at the golf course where he worked. 

While geese are lovely to look at, they can make a mess of tees, fairways, and greens. That’s 

where Marcks’ company, Geese Police, comes in: Marcks employs specially trained dogs to 

chase the geese away. He now has twenty-seven trucks, thirty-two border collies, and five 

offices. Golf courses account for only about 5 percent of his business, as his dogs now patrol 

corporate parks and playgrounds as well.21 Figure 6.5 provides a more detailed breakdown of 

small businesses by industry.  

Figure 6.5: Small Businesses by Industry, 2012 
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Advantages and Disadvantages of 
Business Ownership 

 

Do you want to be a business owner someday? Before deciding, you might want to 

consider the following advantages and disadvantages of business ownership.22 

Advantages of Small Business Ownership 

Being a business owner can be extremely rewarding. Having the courage to take a risk 

and start a venture is part of the American dream. Success brings with it many advantages: 

 Independence. As a business owner, you’re your own boss. You can’t get fired. More 

importantly, you have the freedom to make the decisions that are crucial to your own 

business success. 

 Lifestyle. Owning a small business gives you certain lifestyle advantages. Because 

you’re in charge, you decide when and where you want to work. If you want to spend 

more time on non-work activities or with your family, you don’t have to ask for the time 

off. Given today’s technology, if it’s important that you be with your family all day, you 

can run your business from your home.  

 Financial rewards. In spite of high financial risk, running your own business gives you 

a chance to make more money than if you were employed by someone else. You 

benefit from your own hard work. 

 Learning opportunities. As a business owner, you’ll be involved in all aspects of your 

business. This situation creates numerous opportunities to gain a thorough 

understanding of the various business functions. 

 Creative freedom and personal satisfaction. As a business owner, you’ll be able to 

work in a field that you really enjoy. You’ll be able to put your skills and knowledge to 

use, and you’ll gain personal satisfaction from implementing your ideas, working directly 

with customers, and watching your business succeed. 
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Disadvantages of Small Business Ownership 

As the little boy said when he got off his first roller-coaster ride, “I like the ups but not 

the downs!” Here are some of the risks you run if you want to start a small business: 

 Financial risk. The financial resources needed to start and grow a business can be 

extensive. You may need to commit most of your savings or even go into debt to get 

started. If things don’t go well, you may face substantial financial loss. In addition, 

there’s no guaranteed income. There might be times, especially in the first few years, 

when the business isn’t generating enough cash for you to live on. 

 Stress. As a business owner, you are the business. There’s a bewildering array of 

things to worry about—competition, employees, bills, equipment breakdowns, etc.. As 

the owner, you’re also responsible for the well-being of your employees. 

 Time commitment. People often start businesses so that they’ll have more time to 

spend with their families. Unfortunately, running a business is extremely time- 

consuming. In theory, you have the freedom to take time off, but in reality, you may not 

be able to get away. In fact, you’ll probably have less free time than you’d have working 

for someone else. For many entrepreneurs and small business owners, a forty-hour 

workweek is a myth. Vacations will be difficult to take and will often be interrupted. In 

recent years, the difficulty of getting away from the job has been compounded by cell 

phones, iPhones, Internet-connected laptops and iPads, and many small business 

owners have come to regret that they’re always reachable. 

 Undesirable duties. When you start up, you’ll undoubtedly be responsible for either 

doing or overseeing just about everything that needs to be done. You can get bogged 

down in detail work that you don’t enjoy. As a business owner, you’ll probably have to 

perform some unpleasant tasks, like firing people. 

In spite of these and other disadvantages, most small business owners are pleased with 

their decision to start a business. A survey conducted by the Wall Street Journal and Cicco 

and Associates indicates that small business owners and top-level corporate executives agree 

overwhelmingly that small business owners have a more satisfying business experience.  

Interestingly, the researchers had fully expected to find that small business owners were 

happy with their choices; they were, however, surprised at the number of corporate  
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executives who believed that the grass was greener in the world of small business 

ownership.23 

Starting a Business 

 

Starting a business takes talent, determination, hard work, and persistence. It also 

requires a lot of research and planning. Before starting your business, you should appraise 

your strengths and weaknesses and assess your personal goals to determine whether 

business ownership is for you.24 

Questions to Ask Before You Start a Business 

If you’re interested in starting a business, you need to make decisions even before you 

bring your talent, determination, hard work, and persistence to bear on your project. 

Here are the basic questions you’ll need to address: 

 What, exactly, is my business idea? Is it feasible? 

 What industry do I want to enter?  

 What will be my competitive advantage? 

 Do I want to start a new business, buy an existing one, or buy a franchise? 

 What form of business organization do I want? 

After making these decisions, you’ll be ready to take the most important step in the 

entire process of starting a business: you must describe your future business in the form of a 

business plan—a document that identifies the goals of your proposed business and explains 

how these goals will be achieved. Think of a business plan as a blueprint for a proposed 

company: it shows how you intend to build the company and how you intend to make sure that 

it’s sturdy. You must also take a second crucial step before you actually start up your business: 

You need to get financing—the money that you’ll need to get your business off the ground.  
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The Business Idea 

For some people, coming up with a great business idea is a gratifying adventure. For 

most, however, it’s a daunting task. The key to coming up with a business idea is identifying 

something that customers want—or, perhaps more importantly, filling an unmet need. Your 

business will probably survive only if its purpose is to satisfy its customers—the ultimate users 

of its goods or services. In coming up with a business idea, don’t ask, “What do we want to 

sell?” but rather, “What does the customer want to buy?”25 

To come up with an innovative business idea, you need to be creative. The idea itself 

can come from various sources. Prior experience accounts for the bulk of new business idea 

and also increases your chances of success. Take Sam Walton, the late founder of Wal-Mart. 

He began his retailing career at JCPenney and then became a successful franchiser of a Ben 

Franklin five-and-dime store. In 1962, he came up with the idea of opening large stores in rural 

areas, with low costs and heavy discounts. He founded his first Wal-Mart store in 1962, and 

when he died thirty years later, his family’s net 

worth was $25 billion.26 

Industry experience also gave Howard 

Schultz, a New York executive for a housewares 

company, his breakthrough idea. In 1981, Schultz 

noticed that a small customer in Seattle—

Starbucks Coffee, Tea and Spice—ordered more 

coffeemaker cone filters than Macy’s and many 

other large customers. So he flew across the 

country to find out why. His meeting with the 

owner-operators of the original Starbucks Coffee 

Co. resulted in his becoming part-owner of the 

company. Schultz’s vision for the company far 

surpassed that of its other owners. While they wanted Starbucks to remain small and local, 

Schultz saw potential for a national business that not only sold world-class-quality coffee 

beans but also offered customers a European coffee-bar experience. After attempting 

unsuccessfully to convince his partners to try his experiment, Schultz left Starbucks and  

Figure 6.6: The original Starbucks store in 
Seattle, Washington. 
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started his own chain of coffee bars, which he called Il Giornale (after an Italian newspaper). 

Two years later, he bought out the original owners and reclaimed the name Starbucks.27 

Ownership Options 

As we’ve already seen, you can become a small business owner in one of three ways— 

by starting a new business, buying an existing one, or obtaining a franchise. Let’s look more 

closely at the advantages and disadvantages of each option. 

Starting from Scratch 

The most common—and the riskiest—option is starting from scratch. This approach 

lets you start with a clean slate and allows you to build the business the way you want. You 

select the goods or services that you’re going to offer, secure your location, and hire your 

employees, and then it’s up to you to develop your customer base and build your reputation. 

This was the path taken by Andres Mason who figured out how to inject hysteria into the 

process of bargain hunting on the Web. The result is an overnight success story called 

Groupon.28 Here is how Groupon (a blend of the words “group” and “coupon”) works: A daily 

email is sent to 6.5 million people in 70 cities across the United States offering a deeply 

discounted deal to buy something or to do something in their city. If the person receiving the 

email likes the deal, he or she commits to buying it. But, here’s the catch, if not enough people 

sign up for the deal, it is cancelled. Groupon makes money by keeping half of the revenue from 

the deal. The company offering the product or service gets exposure. But stay tuned: the “daily 

deals website isn’t just unprofitable—it’s bleeding hundreds of millions of dollars.”29 As with all 

start-ups cash is always a challenge. 

Buying an Existing Business 

If you decide to buy an existing business, some things will be easier. You’ll already 

have a proven product, current customers, active suppliers, a known location, and trained 

employees. You’ll also find it much easier to predict the business’s future success. 

There are, of course, a few bumps in this road to business ownership. First, it’s hard to 

determine how much you should pay for a business. You can easily determine how much 

things like buildings and equipment are worth, but how much should you pay for the fact that 

the business already has steady customers? 
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Figure 6.7: Entrepreneur’s Franchise 500 Top 
Franchises, 2015 and 2016. 

In addition, a business, like a used car, might have performance problems that you can’t 

detect without a test drive (an option, unfortunately, that you don’t get when you’re buying a 

business). Perhaps the current owners have disappointed customers; maybe the location isn’t 

as good as it used to be. You might inherit employees that you wouldn’t have hired yourself. 

Careful study called due diligence is necessary before going down this road. 

Getting a Franchise 

Lastly, you can buy a franchise. A franchiser (the company that sells the franchise) 

grants the franchisee (the buyer—you) the right to use a brand name and to sell its goods or 

services. Franchises market products in a variety of industries, including food, retail, hotels, 

travel, real estate, business services, cleaning services, and even weight-loss centers and 

wedding services. Figure 6.7 lists the top ten franchises according to Entrepreneur magazine 

for 2015 and 2016. 

As you can see from Figure 6.8 on the next page, the popularity of franchising has been 

growing quickly since 2011. Although 

 the economic downturn decreased the 

number of franchises between 2008-11, 

note that the overall value of franchise 

outputs steadily increased. A new 

franchise outlet opens once every eight 

minutes in the United States, where one 

in ten businesses is now a franchise. 

Franchises employ eight million people 

(13 percent of the workforce) and 

account for 17 percent of all sales in the 

U.S. ($1.3 trillion).30 

 In addition to the right to use a 

company’s brand name and sell its products, the franchisee gets help in picking a location, 

starting and operating the business, and benefits from advertising done by the franchiser. 

Essentially, the franchisee buys into a ready-to-go business model that has proven successful 

Ranking 2015 2016 

1 Hampton by Hilton Jimmy John’s 

2 Anytime Fitness Hampton by Hilton 

3 Subway Supercuts 

4 Jack in the Box Servpro 

5 Supercuts Subway 

6 Jimmy John’s McDonald’s 

7 Servpro 7-Eleven 

8 Denny’s Dunkin’ Donuts 

9 Pizza Hut Denny’s 

10 7-Eleven Anytime Fitness 
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elsewhere, also getting other ongoing support from the franchiser, which has a vested interest 

in her success. 

Coming with so many 

advantages, franchises can be very 

expensive. KFC franchises, for 

example, require a total investment of 

$1.3 million to $2.5 million each. This 

fee includes the cost of the property, 

equipment, training, start-up costs, and 

the franchise fee—a one-time charge 

for the right to operate as a KFC outlet. 

McDonald’s is in the same price range 

($1 million to $2.3 million). SUBWAY 

sandwich shops offer a more affordable alternative, with expected total investment ranging 

from $116,000 to $263,000.31 

In addition to your initial investment, you’ll have to pay two other fees on a monthly 

basis—a royalty fee (typically from 3 to 12 percent of sales) for continued support from the 

franchiser and the right to keep using the company’s trade name, plus an advertising fee to 

cover your share of national and regional advertising. You’ll also be expected to buy your 

products from the franchiser.32 

But there are disadvantages. The cost of obtaining and running a franchise can be high, 

and you have to play by the franchiser’s rules, even when you disagree with them. The 

franchiser maintains a great deal of control over its franchisees. For example, if you own a 

fast-food franchise, the franchise agreement will likely dictate the food and beverages you 

can sell; the methods used to store, prepare, and serve the food; and the prices you’ll charge. 

In addition, the agreement will dictate what the premises will look like and how they’ll be 

maintained. As with any business venture, you need to do your homework before investing in a 

franchise. 

Figure 6.8: The growth of Franchising in the U.S. 
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Why Some Businesses Fail and Where to 
Get Help 

 

Why Do Some Businesses Fail? 

If you’ve paid attention to the occupancy of shopping malls over a few years, you’ve 

noticed that retailers come and go with surprising frequency. The same thing happens with 

restaurants—indeed, with all kinds of businesses. By definition, starting a business—small or 

large—is risky, and though many businesses succeed, a large proportion of them don’t. One-

third of small businesses that have employees go out of business within the first two years.  As 

shown in Figure 6.9, nearly half of small businesses have closed by the end of their fourth 

year, and 60-70 percent do not make it past their seventh year.33 

As bad as these statistics on business 

survival are, some industries are worse than 

others. If you want to stay in business for a 

long time, you might want to avoid some of 

these risky industries. Even though your 

friends think you make the best pizza in the 

world, this doesn’t mean you can succeed as 

a pizza parlor owner. Opening a restaurant or 

a bar is one of the riskiest ventures (and, 

therefore, start-up funding is hard to get).  

You might also want to avoid the transportation industry. Owning a taxi might appear 

lucrative until you find out what a taxi license costs. It obviously varies by city, but in New York 

City the price tag is upward of $400,000. No wonder taxi companies are resisting Uber and Lyft 

with all the energy they can muster.  And setting up a shop to sell clothing can be challenging. 

Your view of “what’s in” may be off, and one bad season can kill your business. The same is 

true for stores selling communication devices: every mall has one or more cell phone stores so 

the competition is steep, and business can be very slow.34 

Figure 6.9: Survival rate of new businesses in 
the U.S., 2007-2015 
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Businesses fail for any number of reasons, but many experts agree that the vast 

majority of failures result from some combination of the following problems: 

 Bad business idea. Like any idea, a business idea can be flawed, either in the 

conception or in the execution. If you tried selling snow blowers in Hawaii, you could 

count on little competition, but you’d still be doomed to failure. 

 Cash problems. Too many new businesses are underfunded. The owner borrows 

enough money to set up the business but doesn’t have enough extra cash to operate 

during the start-up phase, when very little money is coming in but a lot is going out. 

 Managerial inexperience or incompetence. Many new business owners have no 

experience in running a business; many have limited management skills. Maybe an 

owner knows how to make or market a product but doesn’t know how to manage 

people. Maybe an owner can’t attract and keep talented employees. Maybe an owner 

has poor leadership skills and isn’t willing to plan ahead. 

 Lack of customer focus. A major advantage of a small business is the ability to 

provide special attention to customers. But some small businesses fail to seize this 

advantage. Perhaps the owner doesn’t anticipate customers’ needs or keep up with 

changing markets or the customer-focused practices of competitors. 

 Inability to handle growth. You’d think that a sales increase would be a good thing. 

Often it is, of course, but sometimes it can be a major problem. When a company 

grows, the owner’s role changes. He or she needs to delegate work to others and build 

a business structure that can handle the increase in volume. Some owners don’t make 

the transition and find themselves overwhelmed. Things don’t get done, customers 

become unhappy, and expansion actually damages the company. 

Help from the Small Business Administration 

If you had your choice, which cupcake would you pick—vanilla Oreo, triple chocolate, or 

latte? In the last few years, cupcake shops are popping up in almost every city. Perhaps the 

bad economy has put people in the mood for small, relatively inexpensive treats. 
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Whatever the reason, you’re fascinated with the idea of starting a cupcake shop. You 

have a perfect location, have decided what equipment you need, and have tested dozens of 

recipes (and eaten lots of cupcakes). You are set to go with one giant exception: you don’t 

have enough savings to cover your start-up costs. You have made the round of most local 

banks, but they are all unwilling to give you a loan. So what do you do? Fortunately, there is 

help available. It is through your local Small Business Administration (SBA), which offers an 

array of programs to help current and prospective small business owners. The SBA won’t 

actually loan you the money, but it will increase the likelihood that you will get funding from a 

local bank by guaranteeing the loan. 

Here’s how the SBA’s loan guarantee 

program works: You apply to a bank for 

financing. A loan officer decides if the bank 

will loan you the money without an SBA 

guarantee. If the answer is no (because of 

some weakness in your application), the 

bank then decides if it will loan you the 

money if the SBA guarantees the loan. If the 

bank decides to do this, you get the money 

and make payments on the loan. If you 

default on the loan, the government reimburses the bank for its loss, up to the amount of the 

SBA guarantee. 

In the process of talking with someone at the SBA, you will discover other programs it 

offers that will help you start your business and manage your organization. For example, to 

apply for funding you will need a well-written business plan. Once you get the loan and move to 

the business start-up phase, you will have lots of questions that need to be answered. And you 

are sure you will need help in a number of areas as you operate your cupcake shop. 

Fortunately, the SBA can help with all of these management and technical-service tasks. 

This assistance is available through a number of channels, including the SBA’s 

extensive website, online courses, and training programs. A full array of individualized services 

is also available. The Small Business Development Center (SBDC) assists current and 

Figure 6.10: Your new cupcake shop 
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prospective small business owners with business problems and provides free training and 

technical information on all aspects of small business management. 

These services are available at approximately one thousand locations around the 

country, many housed at colleges and universities.35 

If you need individualized advice from experienced executives, you can get it through the 

Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE). Under the SCORE program, a businessperson 

needing advice is matched with someone on a team of retired executives who work as 

volunteers. Together, the SBDC and SCORE help more than a million small businesspersons 

every year.36 
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Key Take-Aways 
 

1) An entrepreneur is someone who identifies a business opportunity 

and assumes the risk of creating and running a business to take 

advantage of it. 

2)  The three characteristics of entrepreneurial activity are innovating, 

running a business, and risk taking. 

3)  A small business is independently owned and operated, exerts little 

influence in its industry, and has fewer than five hundred employees. 

Small businesses in the United States generate about 50 percent of 

our GDP, create jobs, spark innovation, and provide opportunities for 

women and minorities. 

4) An industry is a group of companies that compete with one another to 

sell similar products. There are two broad types of industries, or 

sectors: the goods-producing sector and the service-producing 

sector. 

5) Once you decide to start a business, you’ll need to create a business 

plan—a document that identifies the goals of your proposed business 

and explains how it will achieve them. 

6) The SBA (Small Business Administration) is a government agency 

that provides many kinds of support for small businesses, including 

information and funding assistance. 
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